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Abstract
In the test suite generation (TSG) problem for software systems, I is a set of n input parameters where each I ∈ I has (I )
data values, and O is a collection of subsets of I where the interactions of the parameters in each O ∈ O are thought to affect the
outcome of the system. A test case for (I,O, ) is an n-tuple (t1, t2, . . . , tn) that speciﬁes the value of each input parameter in I.
The goal is to generate a smallest-sized test suite (i.e., a set of test cases) that covers all combinations of each O ∈ O. The decision
version of TSG is known to be NP-complete.
In this paper, we present new families of (I,O, ) for which optimal test suites can be constructed efﬁciently. They differ from
the ones already known by the way we characterize (I,O) and . We then use these instances to generate test suites for arbitrary
software systems. When each O ∈ O has |O| = 2, the sizes of the test suite are guaranteed to be at most log2 n × OPT, matching
the current best bound for this problem. Our constructions utilize the structure of (I,O) and ; consequently, the less “complex”
(I,O) and  are, the better are the bounds on the sizes of the test suites.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Black-box testing is a form of software testing that seeks to determine if a program meets its speciﬁcation from the
behavioral or functional point of view. Typically, the total number of black-box test cases is extremely large. Testers
are faced with the challenge of determining a subset of the test cases or test suite that is small enough so that all the
chosen test cases can be executed within the current available resources, and extensive enough so that the test cases
can expose most of the system’s defects.
Severalmethods for constructing test suites combinatorially (e.g., [3,9,10,19]) can be framed in the followingmanner:
letI= {I1, I2, . . . , In} be a set of n input parameters where each I ∈ I has (I ) data values. Let O be a collection of
subsets of I where the interactions of the parameters in each subset O ∈ O are thought to affect the outcome of the
system. A test case T for (I,O, ) is an n-tuple (t1, t2, . . . , tn) that speciﬁes each input parameter’s value; i.e., ts is a
value of Is for s=1, . . . , n. IfO={Is1 , Is2 , . . . , Isr }, then the test caseT covers one combination ofO: (ts1 , ts2 , . . . , tsr ).
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The goal is to generate a smallest-sized test suite so that every combination of every O ∈ O is covered by some test
case in the test suite. We shall call such a test suite optimal and denote the problem as the test suite generation (TSG)
problem.
Consider the example from [19]: a program has three input parametersA,B andCwhose data values are, respectively,
{1.5, 3.6}, {North, South, East, West} and {TDC, BDM}. Thus, there are a total of 2 × 4 × 2 = 16 test cases for the
program. A popular method of software testing, ﬁrst used in the AETG system [3], checks all pairwise interactions of
the input parameters; i.e., I = {A,B,C} and O = {{A,B}, {A,C}, {B,C}}. Eight test cases are sufﬁcient as shown
below:
On the other hand, Schroeder and Korel noted that this program has two output parameters W and Z. Suppose W is
dependent on A and C, and Z is dependent on B only.1 In their testing method, it is sufﬁcient to cover all combinations
of O= {{A,C}, {B}}; four test cases are enough as shown below:
SolvingTSG is likely going to be hard. Seroussi andBshouty have shown that deciding if a size-4 test suite is sufﬁcient
for an arbitrary (I,O, ) is NP-complete [20]. In the special case when O consists of all the t-wise combinations ofI
for some t ∈ Z+, a test suite for (I,O, ) is called a mixed (t-wise) covering array. Additionally, when  is a constant
function, i.e., all I ∈ I have the same number of data values k, the test suite is simply called a (t-wise) covering array.
Many efﬁcient2 constructions of optimal-sized covering arrays exist (see [10] and references therein) most of which
are obtained via results on orthogonal arrays (OAs), a type of combinatorial design. The existence of these constructions
rely on the size ofI and the values of t and k. There are, however, far fewer constructions available for creating optimal
mixed covering arrays. Among them is the work by Moura et al. [16] where they were able to determine the optimal
size of the test suites when |I| = 4 and for some cases when |I| = 5.
We note though that knowing how to create optimal mixed covering arrays does not mean that we can also create
optimal test suites for TSG. To see this, suppose a software system has four input parameters I1, I2, I3, I4 with
15, 2, 3, 10 data values, respectively, and O = {{I1, I2}, {I2, I3}, {I3, I4}}. It is easy to create a test suite of 30 test
cases for this software system—which is optimal since I1 and I2 have 15 × 2 = 30 combinations. If we take a mixed
covering arrays approach, we will have to replace O with O′ where the latter consists of all pairwise tuples ofI. Thus,
although our original problem does not require it, the mixed covering array will have to make sure that all 15×10=150
combinations of I1 and I4 are covered so that its size is at least 150, ﬁve times more than the size of the optimal test
suite.
Since TSG is NP-hard, a lot of work has also been devoted to approximating the best test suite. In the context of
ﬁnding the smallest pairwise covering array, Cohen et al. [3] suggested the following greedy algorithm: let C consist
of all the combinations of all the subsets O ∈ O. At each iteration, (i) pick a test case T that covers the most number
of combinations in C, (ii) remove from C the combinations covered by T and (iii) add T toT. Stop when C is empty;
i.e., all combinations of each O ∈ O have been covered. They showed that the resulting test suiteT is guaranteed to
have size at most 1 + log2 N × k21 + log2 N × OPT where k is the number of data values of all the parameters
in I, N = (n2 ) k2, the total number of combinations of all O ∈ O, and OPT is the size of an optimal test suite for
(I,O, ). Cheng et al. [2] noted that, in fact, the greedy algorithm is applicable to all instances of TSG, and it can be
shown that the size of the test suite it produces is at most (1+ ln |O|)×OPT. The approximation factor in this bound is
slightly better because it is dependent on the size of O only and not on N. Unfortunately, while the algorithm produces
small test suites, its running time is slow because ﬁnding the test case T at every iteration in the algorithm is non-trivial
(e.g., see [6]). Many researchers have designed heuristics for ﬁnding T or modiﬁed the algorithm altogether to make
1 Such input–output parameter dependencies are usually found by performing some analysis on the program.
2 By “efﬁcient” here we mean that the runtimes of the constructions are polynomial in the size of the input and the output.
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it more efﬁcient (e.g., [3,12,21]). Others [4,5] used techniques like hill-climbing and simulated annealing to generate
test suites. In empirical tests, these heuristics seem to produce small test suites but do not have provably good bounds
on the sizes of the resulting test suites.
More recently,Colbourn et al. [6] found away to speed up the above greedy algorithm for ﬁnding smallmixed pairwise
covering arrays. Recall that every combination of every pair of parameters {Ii, Ij } ofImust be covered by the covering
array. At the beginning of each iteration of the greedy algorithm, let ri,j be the number of combinations of {Ii, Ij } that
still lie in C. Thus, |C| =∑{i,j}ri,j . Instead of picking a test case that covers the most number of combinations in C at
each iteration, they choose a test case T ′ that is guaranteed to cover at least =∑{i,j}ri,j /(Ii)(Ij ) of the combinations
in C. If we let I1 and I2 be the two parameters with the largest number of data values so that (I1)(I2)(Ii)(Ij )
for every pair of parameters Ii, Ij ∈ I, then ∑{i,j}ri,j /(I1)(I2) |C|/(I1)(I2). That is, T ′ always covers at
least a constant fraction of the combinations inC. One can then show that the number of iterations the algorithm would
take forC to be empty is at most 1+ log2 N ×OPT,where N is again the total number of combinations of all the pairs in
O. In their paper, Colbourn et al. outlined an efﬁcient method for choosing T ′. Hence, their modiﬁed greedy algorithm
is a polynomial-time algorithm that produces mixed pairwise covering arrays of size at most 1+ log2 N ×OPT. Note,
however, that because the greedy algorithm bound of (1+ ln |O|)×OPT is applicable to all instances of TSG, we shall
use it as the basis for comparison of our algorithms’ performances.
Our results: Since O is a collection of subsets of I, the pair (I,O) is a hypergraph. In particular, if each set in O
has size 2, (I,O) is a graph. We adopt this perspective throughout our work. In this paper, we present new families of
software systems (I,O, ) for which we can construct optimal test suites efﬁciently. Our results differ from the ones
known for covering arrays andmixed covering arrays in that we do not assume thatO contains all t-wise combinations of
I for some t. Our ﬁrst family of software systems is completely characterized by the structure of (I,O). In particular,
we prove that if (I,O) is a bipartite graph, a cycle or a hypertree then, for any function , (I,O, ) has an optimal test
suite that can be constructed efﬁciently. The construction is graph theoretic in nature—a departure from the techniques
used for creating optimal covering arrays. Our second family of software systems is characterized by a combination of
the structure of (I,O) and the function , and is based on constructions of orthogonal arrays and ordered orthogonal
arrays (OOAs). Finally, our third family of software systems is characterized, in its simplest version, by the function
 alone. We show that as long as (Is) and (It ) are relatively prime for every pair of parameters Is and It in I
then, for any (I,O), (I,O, ) has an optimal test suite that can be constructed efﬁciently. The construction is a direct
consequence of the Chinese remainder theorem.
We then use our ﬁrst and second families of software systems to create test suites for arbitrary software systems.
When (I,O) is a graph, our strategy produces a test suiteT whose size is guaranteed to be at most log2 n × OPT
in time polynomial in the size of (I,O) and T. Thus, we match the bound of the greedy algorithm but improve its
running time. Since our strategy is also sensitive to the structure of (I,O), the “simpler” (I,O) is, the better is the
bound on the size ofT. We present our ﬁrst two constructions in Sections 2 and 3. We present our third construction
and conclude in Section 4.
We note that Meagher and Stevens [15] were the ﬁrst ones to consider covering arrays for graphs. Shortly after we
submitted this paper, we learned that Meagher et al. independently proved in [14] that when (I,O) is a bipartite graph
or a cycle then (I,O, ) has an optimal test suite for any . Their constructions have some similarities with ours.
Some deﬁnitions: Let I = {I1, . . . , In} be the set of n input parameters of a software system where each I ∈ I
has (I ) data values. If (I ) = k, we represent the k data values of Is as the integers in [k] = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. Let
O= {O1, . . . , Om} where each O ∈ O is a subset of I. The software system is now described by the triple (I,O, ).
A test case T for the software system (I,O, ) is an n-tuple (t1, t2, . . . , tn) where ts ∈ [(Is)] for each s. Suppose
O = {Is1 , Is2 , . . . , Isr }. Each test case T = (t1, t2, . . . , tn) covers exactly one combination of O: (ts1 , ts2 , . . . , tsr ). A
test suiteT for (I,O, ) is a collection of test cases that covers all the (Is1) × (Is2) × · · · × (Isr ) combinations
of O, for each O ∈ O. We shall store the test cases ofT as columns of an n × |T| array whose rows are indexed by
I1, . . . , In.3 IfT has the smallest size among all the test suites of (I,O, ), we say thatT is an optimal test suite.
In particular, ifT has exactly (O, ) = max{∏Is∈O(Is),O ∈ O} test cases, it must be optimal.
In Section 2, we use a type of test suites called equitable test suite as building blocks. We say that a test suite T
for (I,O, ) is equitable if, for each Is ∈ I, every value of Is occurs at least |T|/(Is) times, and for values
3 Throughout the paper, we will continually be interchanging our two views ofT as a collection of test cases and as an array.
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0, 1, . . . , z where z= (|T|−1)mod (Is), exactly |T|/(Is) times. It is easy to increase the size ofT and still keep
it equitable: simply add the test case (t1, t2, . . . , tn) where ts = |T|mod (Is) for s = 1, . . . , n. We call this operation
ADD(T). We will also need to decrease the number of values of a particular input parameter Is from ks to k′s inT.
LetT′ denote the set of test cases inT whose Is values are in [k′s]. LetT′′ =T−T′. Initialize z to |T′|. For each
T ∈ T′′, do the following: replace the Is value of T with ts = zmod (Is), add the modiﬁed T toT′ and increment z
by 1. (Note that z keeps track of the size ofT′.) Call this operation MODIFY(Is, ks, k′s). When MODIFY changes the
Is value of each T ∈T′′, it is choosing a value of Is which ADD would have chosen if it were to add a new test suite
toT′. Since ADD ensures equitability, then so does MODIFY. In Section 3, we consider strongly equitable test suites;
a test suite is strongly equitable if, for each Oj = {Is1 , Is2 , . . . , Isr } ∈ O, every combination of Oj occurs between
|T|/∏ri=1(Isi ) and |T|/∏ri=1(Isi ) times.
2. Construction 1: a graph-theoretic approach
In this section, we will ﬁrst consider software systems (I,O, ) where (I,O) is a graph; i.e., each O ∈ O contains
two parameters. We begin by describing ways in which we can derive a test suite for (I,O, ) based on test suites of
several (I′,O′, |I′) where each (I′,O′) is a smaller graph compared to (I,O).
Lemma 2.1. For (I,O, ), let G = (I,O) be a connected graph. Suppose I is a cut vertex of G and partitions the
graph into r > 1 connected components. For i = 1, . . . , r , let Gi = (Ii ,Oi ) denote the graph induced by the vertices
of the ith component together with I. IfTi is an equitable test suite for (Ii ,Oi , |Ii ), i = 1, . . . , r , then (I,O, ) has
an equitable test suite of size at most M = max(|T1|, . . . , |Tr |).
Proof. For each i, do the following: (i) if |Ti |<M , increase its size to M test cases by applying ADDM −|Ti | times;
and (ii) arrange the test cases as columns of an array so that their I-values are sorted in increasing order. Once the r
arrays have been constructed, concatenate them vertically. There will be r rows indexed by I all of which are identical
because eachTi is equitable; keep only one of the rows. Call this test suiteT. Clearly,T has only M test cases and
is equitable. Moreover, each Ti covers all the combinations of Oi so T covers all the combinations of O because
O=⋃ri=1Oi . 
Let G= (V ,E) be a graph, V ′ ⊆ V and v ∈ V ′. In the next lemma, we let N(v) denote the neighbors of v in G. We
will also contract V ′ to v (i.e., “shrink” V ′ to v) so that the resulting graph has V − V ′ ∪ {v} as its vertex set, and each
edge (x, y) that has x ∈ V ′ is replaced by (v, y). Loops and multiple edges will be deleted.
Lemma 2.2. For (I,O, ), let Iz be one of the parameters inI with the most number of data values. Suppose N(Iz)
is an independent set and, among all the parameters inN(Iz), Iy has the most number of data values. Let (I′,O′, |I′)
be obtained by contractingN(Iz) to Iy . IfT′ is an equitable test suite of (I′,O′, |I′), then (I,O, ) has an equitable
test suite of size at most |T′|.
Proof. Arrange the test cases ofT′ as columns of an array. Let us extendT′ to a test suiteT for (I,O, ) as follows:
for eachI ∈ N(Iz)−{Iy}, (i) append a row indexed by I that is an exact copy of the row indexed by Iy ; and (ii) decrease
I’s number of values from (Iy) to (I ) using MODIFY.
The number of columns in the array was never increased so |T| = |T′|. By buildingT fromT′, we guarantee that
(i)T is equitable becauseT′ is equitable andMODIFY preserves equitability, and (ii) if O ∈ O∩O′ thenT covers all
combinations of O becauseT′ does. If O ∈ O− O′ then O must consist of a pair (I, It ) where I ∈ N(Iz) − {Iy} and
It ∈ I−N(Iz) because N(Iz) is an independent set. Thus, (Iy, It ) ∈ O′ and soT′ covers all combinations of (Iy, It ).
But I’s row inT is an exact copy of Iy’s row except that the values of Iy that do not belong to [(I )] are modiﬁed.
Hence,T covers all combinations of (I, It ) as well. 
We are now ready for our ﬁrst major result in this section.
Theorem 2.3. If (I,O) is a bipartite graph, then (I,O, ) has an equitable optimal test suite of size (O, ).
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Fig. 1. An example of how a bipartite graph is reduced to K2.
Proof. Assume for now that G = (I,O) is connected. When |I| = 2, I = {I1, I2} and O = {(I1, I2)}. A test suite
consisting of all the ordered pairs of [(I1)] × [(I2)] is valid, equitable and optimal for (I,O, ). Assuming the
theorem is true when |I|r , let us now show it is true when |I|= r +1. Let Iz be the parameter with the most number
of values in I. Consider all its neighbors.
Case 1: Iz has only one neighbor Iy . In this case, Iy is a cut vertex in G. Let G1 consist of the single edge (Iz, Iy),
and let G2 = (I2,O2) where I2 = I − {Iz} and O2 = O − {(Iy, Iz)}. We know that (G1, |Iz,Iy ) has an equitable
test suite of size (Iz)(Iy). Since G2 remains a connected bipartite graph and I2 has r vertices, (I2,O2, |I2) has
an equitable test suite of size (O2, |I2) by the induction hypothesis. By Lemma 2.1, (I,O, ) has an equitable test
suite of size M = max((Iz)(Iy), (O2, |I2)), which is equal to (O, ) since the edges of G are either in G1 or G2.
Case 2: Iz has more than one neighbor. Since G is bipartite, N(Iz) is an independent set. Let Iy be the parameter
in N(Iz) with the most number of values. Let G′ = (I′,O′) be derived from G by contracting N(Iz) to Iy . Since
|N(Iz)|> 1, |I′|r . Furthermore,G′ remains a connected bipartite graph so by the induction hypothesis (I′,O′, |I′)
has an equitable test suite of size (O′, |I′). By Lemma 2.2, (I,O, ) has an equitable test suite of the same size. Let
us now verify that (O′, |I′) is equal to (O, ).
Consider all the sets that belong toO but not toO′, and vice versa. LetN(N(Iz)) consist of the neighbors of the neigh-
bors of Iz; i.e.,N(N(Iz))=⋃It∈N(Iz)N(It )−{Iz}. The setO−O′ consists of sets of the form {It , Iz} and {It , Iv}, where
It ∈ N(Iz) and Iv ∈ N(N(Iz)) while O′ − O consists of sets of the form {Iy, Iv} where Iv ∈ N(N(Iz)). But for such
It ’s and Iv’s, (Iy)(It ) and (Iz)(Iv) by our choice of Iy and Iz. Hence, (Iy)(Iz)(It )(Iz)(It )(Iv),
and (Iy)(Iz)(Iy)(Iv). It follows that (O − O′, )(Iy)(Iz) and (O′ − O, |I′)(Iy)(Iz). And since
{Iy, Iz} ∈ O ∩ O′, it must be the case that the sets with the largest number of combinations in O and in O′ belong to
O ∩ O′. Thus, (O, ) = (O ∩ O′, ) and (O′, |I′) = (O ∩ O′, ) so (O′, |I′) = (O, ).
We have now shown by induction that if G = (I,O) is a connected bipartite graph then (I,O, ) has an equitable
test suite of size (O, ). It is straightforward to check that the theorem remains true even if G is not connected. 
In the Appendix, we transform the proof above into a recursive algorithm that runs in O(|I||O| + |I|(O, )). Let
us now work out an example on constructing test suites for (I,O, ) when (I,O) is a bipartite graph.
Let (I,O, ) be represented by graph G1 shown in Fig. 1. The numbers next to each node indicate that parameter’s
number of data values. For i = 2, . . . , 5, Gi is obtained from Gi−1 by removing Iz when it has only one neighbor, and
by contracting all of N(Iz) into Iy otherwise. Thus, G2 was obtained from G1 by contracting N(I1) to I5, G3 from G2
by removing I1, etc. To generate a test suite for (I,O, ), we start with a test suiteT5 for G5:
T5 =
[
I2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
I4 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
]
.
Since N(I2) was contracted to I4, the row indexed by I5 in T4 is a copy of I4’s where the number 3 is replaced by
other numbers in {0, 1, 2} using MODIFY:
T4 =
[
I2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
I4 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
I5 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 0
]
.
The parameter I3 was deleted from G3 so that the number of test cases inT4 is increased ﬁrst so thatT3 would have
enough to cover the combinations of I3 and I5. These test cases are marked in bold case below. Then the test cases in
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T4 are sorted based on their I5 values and the row for I3 is appended. (Note that according to Lemma 2.1, we should
append two rows ﬁrst—one for I5 and one for I3—so that all the combinations of (I5, I3) are covered and then remove
the row for I5. Clearly, this is equivalent to just appending the row of I3.)
T3 =
⎡
⎢⎣
I2 0 0 1 2 3 3 0 1 1 2 3 0 0 1 2 2 3 1
I4 0 3 0 0 0 3 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 2 2 3 2 1
I5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
I3 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
⎤
⎥⎦ .
The parameter I1 was deleted from G2 so the test cases inT3 are increased again and sorted based on their I5 values.
The row for I1 is appended so that all combinations of (I1, I5) are covered.
T2 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
I2 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 0 1 1 2 3 0 3 0 1 2 2 3 1 0
I4 0 3 0 0 0 3 2 1 1 3 1 1 0 3 2 2 2 3 2 1 0
I5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
I3 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 2
I1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Finally, N(I1) was contracted into I5 so the row indexed by I6 inT1 is a copy of I5’s where the number 2 is replaced
by values in {0, 1} using MODIFY:
T1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I2 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 0 1 1 2 3 0 3 0 1 2 2 3 1 0
I4 0 3 0 0 0 3 2 1 1 3 1 1 0 3 2 2 2 3 2 1 0
I5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
I3 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 2
I1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
I6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
We also use the same approach in the proof of Theorem 2.3 to show that the next theorem is true.
Theorem 2.4. If (I,O) is a cycle, then (I,O, ) has an equitable optimal test suite of size (O, ).
Proof. Since an even cycle is bipartite, we only have to consider the case when (I,O) is an odd cycle. Once again,
we will prove the theorem by induction. When |I| = 3, it is easy to construct an equitable optimal test suite of size
(O, ) for (I,O, ). Assuming the theorem holds when (I,O) is an odd cycle with at most 2r − 1 nodes, let us
now consider the case when |I| = 2r + 1. Let Iz be the parameter with the most number of values in I. Notice
that Iz has two non-adjacent neighbors, say Iy and Ix ; let (Iy)(Ix). Contract N(Iz) to Iy . The resulting graph
G′ = (I′,O′) consists of a smaller odd cycle (I′′,O′′) containing Iy together with the edge (Iy, Iz) hanging off the
cycle. By assumption, we know that (I′′,O′′, |I′′) has an equitable optimal test suite of size (O′′, |I′′). Combining
this with the fact that Iy is a cut vertex in G′, Lemma 2.1 implies that (I′,O′, |I′) has an equitable test suite of size
at most max((O′′, |I′′), (Iy)(Iz)) = (O′, |I′). But (O′, |I′) = (O, ) because every edge (Is, It ) in (I′,O′)
is also in (I,O) or (Is)(It )(Iy)(Iz). By induction, we have now shown that the theorem is true. 
We now use Theorem 2.3 to generate a test suite for software systems where (I,O) is an arbitrary graph.
Corrollary 2.5. If (I,O) is a q-colorable graph, q2, then (I,O, ) has a test suite of size at most log2 q×(O, ).
Furthermore, provided that a q-coloring of (I,O) is given, the test suite can be constructed in O(log q × (|I||O| +
|I|(O, ))) time.
Proof. Let us show that every q-colorable graph can be covered by log2 q of its bipartite subgraphs. First, let Kq be
the complete graph on V = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. Dumitrescu [7] gave the following construction. For each j ∈ V , let ji
denote the ith digit in the binary representation of j. For i = 1, . . . , log2 q, let Hi be the subgraph of Kq whose edge
set consists of pairs (j, j ′) such that ji = j ′i . Hi is bipartite because V can be partitioned into two sets: one contains all
j such that ji = 0 and another contains all j such that ji = 1. Since any two integers in V differ in at least one digit in
their binary representation, every edge in Kq is covered by at least one graph in {H1, . . . , Hlog2 q}.
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Next, consider a q-coloring of G= (I,O) using the colors 0, 1, . . . , q − 1. LetIj denote the set of parameters in G
assigned the color j. For i = 0, 1, . . . , log2 q, let Gi be the subgraph of G whose edge set consists of edges between
Ij andIj ′ provided ji = j ′i . By the same argument as above, the graphs in {G1, . . . ,Glog2 q} are bipartite and cover
all the edges of G. It is easy to check that once the q-coloring of G is found, generating the Gi’s take O(|O| log q) time.
Let (I,Oi , ) denote the software system that corresponds to Gi . From Theorem 2.3, (I,Oi , ) has an equitable
test suite Ti with size (Oi , )(O, ). By the construction of the Gi’s, it follows that T = ⋃log2 qi=1 Ti covers
all combinations of all the sets in O, and has size
∑log2 q
i=1 (Oi , )log2 q × (O, ). Finally, because we have to
construct log2 q different test suites, and we know that each test suite can be constructed in O(|I||O| + |I|(O, ))
time, the runtime in the corollary follows. 
Let n∗ be the number of nodes in the largest connected component of (I,O). Since an n∗-coloring of (I,O) can
always be found quickly, the above result implies that we can efﬁciently construct a test suite for (I,O, ) whose size
is at most log2 n∗× (O, ). But notice that |O|n∗ − 1 so that our bound is as competitive as the one for the greedy
algorithm. It is in fact better if (I,O) is a dense graph, or q is smaller than n∗ and a q-coloring of (I,O) can be found
quickly. In the next section, we shall show that our bound can be further improved when the function  satisﬁes certain
conditions.
Next, we extend our technique to hypertrees for our second main result in this section. Given a hypergraph H, a
sequence v1e1v2e2 . . . vpepvp+1 is a path if the vi’s and ei’s are distinct vertices and edges in H, and vi, vi+1 ∈ ei for
i = 1, . . . , p. If vp+1 = v1, the sequence is a cycle. It is easy to verify that in a cycle-free hypergraph, any two edges
have at most one vertex in common. A hypergraph is connected if, for every pair of vertices vi and vj , there is a path
from vi to vj . It is a hypertree if it is cycle-free and connected.
Lemma 2.6. Let H be a hypertree and e be an edge in H. Deleting e from H creates |e| connected components each
of which is also a hypertree.
Proof. Let H ′ denote the hypergraph obtained by deleting e from H. Since H is acyclic, every connected component
of H ′ is acyclic as well (i.e., it is a hypertree). Furthermore, every vi ∈ e must belong to some connected component
of H ′ (even though the component may have no edges). Since vi cannot belong to two or more connected components
of H ′, H ′ has at most |e| connected components. Now, if two vertices in e, vi and vj belong to the same connected
component of H ′, then the path from vi to vj in H ′ together with e forms a cycle in H. This is a contradiction. Hence,
H ′ has exactly |e| connected components. 
Theorem 2.7. When (I,O) is a hypertree, then (I,O, ) has an equitable test suite with size (O, ).
Proof. If (I,O) contains only one edge O, the theorem is clearly true. Let us now assume that the theorem holds
true as well for all hypertrees with at most r edges, and (I,O) has r + 1 edges. Suppose O1 has the most number
of combinations among all the sets in O. Let O′ = O − {O1}. According to Lemma 2.6, (I,O′) is still cycle-free and
has |O1| connected components all of which have at most r edges. Let us denote the ith component of (I,O′) by
Hi = (Ii ,Oi , ) where Hi contains the ith input parameter Isi of O1.
If Hi has no edges (i.e.,Ii is a singleton and Oi is an empty set), letTi simply consist of a single row where its jth
entry equals j mod (Ii) for j = 0, . . . , (O, )− 1. If Hi has at least one edge, by our assumption, it has an equitable
test suite Ti of size (Oi , ). Increase the size of Ti to (O, ) using ADD. Let us now assemble the test cases in⋃|O1|
i=1Ti to form a test suiteT for (I,O, ). The rows inTwill be indexed ﬁrst by the parameters in H1, followed by
the parameters inH2 and so forth. For each combination (ts1 , ts2 , . . . , ts|O1|) ofO1 do the following: (i) for i=1 to |O1|,
ﬁnd an unused test case Ti ∈Ti whose Isi value equals tsi and mark Ti as used. SinceTi is equitable, |Ti | = (O, ),
and O1 has the most number of combinations, we will always ﬁnd such a Ti . (ii) Form the test case T by concatenating
T1, T2, . . . , T|O1| into a single column, and add T toT.
Our assembly process ensures thatT covers each combination of O1. Furthermore, because theTi’s are equitable
test suites that cover all the combinations of all the sets in O′,T is valid and equitable for (I,O, ). And since there
are exactly (O, ) combinations of O1, |T| = (O, ). By induction, it follows that our theorem is true. 
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Like the TSG scheme in Theorem 2.3, the proof above can be transformed into a recursive algorithm that runs in
time polynomial in the size of (I,O) and (O, ). The following corollary is immediate.
Corrollary 2.8. If the hypergraph (I,O) can be covered by q of its partial hypergraphs (Ii ,Oi ), i = 1, . . . , q, all of
which are hypertrees, then (I,O, ) has a test suite of size q × OPT, where OPT is the size of an optimal test suite of
(I,O, ).
3. Construction 2: an OA and OOA approach
In this section, we make use of a well-studied family of combinatorial objects known as orthogonal arrays (OA)
and its generalization ordered orthogonal arrays (OOA) to construct our test suites. Since the introduction of covering
arrays, orthogonal arrays have been used to create test suites. We are presenting Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries so
that we can frame the results of orthogonal arrays in the context of our view that (I,O) is a hypergraph, and use their
proofs as a gentle introduction to the rest of the results in this section.
An n× kt array A with entries from a k-element set S is an orthogonal array with k levels, strength t and index , or
OA(n, k, t) for short, if every t × kt subarray of A contains each t-tuple of S exactly  times as a column. Of interest
to us are orthogonal arrays of index 1.
Recall that a hypergraph H = (V ,E) is q-partite if V can be partitioned into q sets so that for each e ∈ E no two
nodes in e belong to the same partite set.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose (I,O) is a q-partite hypergraph,  is a constant function where (I )= k for each I ∈ I and
(O, ) = kt for some t ∈ Z+, tq. If an OA1(q, k, t) exists then (I,O, ) has a strongly equitable optimal test suite
of size (O, ).
Proof. Let I1,I2, . . . ,Iq be the q partitions of I. Let A be a q × kt orthogonal array OA1(q, k, t) whose entries
belong to the set [k]. We create a test suiteT for (I,O, ) by letting the row indexed by each I ∈ Ii be an exact copy
of the ith row of A for i = 1, . . . , q. Since A has kt columns,T has kt test cases.
Now, let O = {Is1 , Is2 , . . . , Isr } ∈ O. Clearly, r t because (O, ) = kt . Furthermore, no two parameters in O
belong to the same partite set so that these parameters’ rows inT correspond to different rows in A. If r = t , then the
subarray ofT formed by the rows of Is1 , Is2 , . . . , Isr contains each tuple of [k]t as a column exactly once because A
is an orthogonal array. If r < t , there must be a set O ′ such that O ⊆ O ′ and no two parameters in O ′ belong to the
same partite set. Applying the previous argument, all the combinations of O ′ must be covered exactly once byT. This
means that all combinations of O are covered exactly |T|/kt−r = kr times. Hence,T is a strongly equitable test suite
for (I,O, ). 
Bush [1] proved that whenever k is a prime power, and 0 tk + 1, an OA1(k + 1, k, t) exists. Thus, we have the
following corollary.
Corrollary 3.2. Let k be a prime power, t be an integer such that 0 tk+1. If (I,O) is a (k+1)-partite hypergraph,
 is a constant function with (I )=k for each I ∈ I, and (O, )=kt , then (I,O, k) has a strongly equitable optimal
test suite of size (O, ).
The above result can now be applied to the special case when (I,O) is a graph.
Corrollary 3.3. Let k be a prime power. If (I,O) is a q-colorable graph, q2, and (I ) = k for each I ∈ I, then
(I,O, ) has a test suite of size at most logk+1 q × (O, ).
Proof. When (I,O) is a q-partite graph, we employ the same technique in Corollary 2.5 (except that we use the (k+1)-
ary representation of an integer rather than its binary representation) to create logk+1 q (k + 1)-partite subgraphs of
(I,O) so that together the subgraphs cover (I,O). We then construct optimal test suites for the software systems that
correspond to the (k+1)-partite subgraphs using orthogonal arrayOA1(k+1, k, 2) on the set [k], and combine them to-
gether to form a test suite for (I,O, ). Since there are logk+1 q such test suites all of size k2, the theorem follows. 
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A =
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 1 0 3 2 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 0
0 1 2 3 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 0 1 0 3 2
0 1 2 3 3 2 1 0 1 0 3 2 2 3 0 1
Fig. 2. An orthogonal array OA1(4, 4, 2) that obeys the conditions of Lemma 3.5. The elements of GF(4) are represented by their indices.
While the above corollary provides a better bound for the size of a test suite of (I,O, ) when  is a constant
function than the one given in Corollary 2.5, it does not seem to be particularly useful in other situations. When  is
not a constant function, simply replacing each (I ) with the smallest prime power k such that k{max (I ): I ∈ I}
is not a good strategy because the size of the optimal test suite for the modiﬁed software system can be (k) times
that of the optimal test suite of (I,O, ) when (I,O) is a graph. For example, suppose (I,O) is a 3-cycle where
(I1)= p, a prime number, and (I2)= (I3)= 2. The optimal test suite for (I,O, ) has size 2p but rounding (I2)
and (I3) to p will require a test suite of size p2.4 To ﬁx this situation, we introduce base-k functions, and modify
Bush’s construction for orthogonal arrays so they become suitable for these types of functions.
Let k be a positive integer. We say that a function :I → Z+ is base-k if it maps each I ∈ I to a power of k. It
turns out that base-k functions approximate arbitrary ’s well in the following sense.
Lemma 3.4. Let k be a positive integer and (I,O) be a graph. For (I,O, ), let ′(I )= klogk (I ). If (I,O, ′) has
an optimal test suite of size (O, ′), then (I,O, ) has a test suite of size at most k2 × (O, ).
Proof. Since (I )′(I )k × (I ) for each I ∈ I, every test suite T′ for (I,O, ′) can be transformed into
a test suite T for (I,O, ). Furthermore, because each O ∈ O contains two parameters, if |T′| = (O, ′), then
|T| = (O, ′)k2 × (O, ). 
Next, we describe a very simple construction of OA1(k, k, 2) due to Bush [1] that is based on the Galois ﬁeld GF(k)
where k is a prime power. Let A be a k × k2 array. Index its rows by the elements of GF(k): 0, . . . , k−1, and its
columns by the k2 polynomials of maximum degree 1 over GF(k): 0, . . . ,k2−1. Set the value of Aij to j (i ) for
each i and j. Now consider a 2× k2 subarray of A. No two of its columns indexed by say, j and j ′ , are equal because
j − j ′ is a polynomial of maximum degree at most 1 and cannot have more than one zero. Hence, all the pairwise
combinations of the elements ofGF(k) occur exactly once in this 2×k2 subarray ofA. If the addition and multiplication
tables of GF(k) are known, constructing A takes O(k3) time. It turns out that the elements of GF(k) can be chosen and
the columns of A rearranged to obtain stronger properties about A as stated in the next lemma. The proof can be found
in the Appendix.
Lemma 3.5. Let k = pz where p is a prime number and z is a positive integer. Let A be an OA1(k, k, 2) orthogonal
array obtained by Bush’s construction. LetA[r] denote the array obtained by replacing each i by i mod r in the entries
of A. The elements of GF(k) can be chosen and the columns of A can be arranged so that for each non-negative integer
z′z, every row of A[pz′ ] is a concatenation of permutations of {0, 1, . . . , pz′−1}.
See an example of an orthogonal array that satisﬁes the conditions of Lemma 3.5 in Fig. 2. We are now ready for the
ﬁrst main result of this section.
Theorem 3.6. Let k be a prime power and z ∈ Z+. If (I,O) is a kz-partite graph,  is a base-k function, and
(O, ) = k2z or k2z+1, then (I,O, ) has a strongly equitable optimal test suite of size (O, ).
Proof. Let us ﬁrst assume that (O, ) = k2z. Let the kz-partite sets of I be I1,I2, . . . ,Ikz . Let A be a kz × k2z
orthogonal array OA1(kz, kz, 2) obtained using Bush’s construction and an array that respects the properties in Lemma
3.5. Recall that A[r] is the array obtained by replacing each i by i mod r in the entries of A. Replace each i in A[r]
4 In this simple example, one might do some post-processing of the test suite to push the size from p2 down to 2p. In bigger examples, however,
it is not obvious that such post-processing will eliminate many test cases.
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by i so that their entries belong to [r] for r = 1, k, k2, . . . , kz. We will construct a test suite for (I,O, ) in a manner
very similar to the one we used in Theorem 3.1 except that the rows of T will be copied from A[kz], A[kz−1], . . . ,
A[k0] and not just A.
Since  is a base-k function and (O, ) = k2z, there are at most 2z + 1 distinct number of data values among the
parameters in I : {k0, k1, k2, . . . , k2z}. For each partite set Ij , let Ij,l denote a parameter in Ij with kl values.
• If lz, let the row indexed by Ij,l inT be an exact copy of the jth row in A[kl].
• If l > z, let the row indexed by Ij,l inT consist of k2z−l 0’s, k2z−l 1’s, . . . , k2z−l kl − 1’s.
Clearly, each row inT has length k2z so thatT has k2z test cases. Let us now prove that it is a strongly equitable
test suite for (I,O, ). Suppose O = {Ij1,l1 , Ij2,l2}. Since (O, ) = k2z, it follows that kl1kl2k2z.
Case 1: l1z, l2z. When l1 = l2 = z, both the rows indexed by Ij1,l1 and Ij2,l2 in T belong to array A and so
must cover the kz × kz combinations of O exactly once. When l1, l2z, then for i = 1, 2, the row indexed by Iji ,li
is almost an exact copy of the row indexed by Iji ,z except that each value v is replaced by vmod kli . We just showed
thatTwould have covered all combinations of (Ij1,z, Ij2,z) so it must do likewise for (Ij1,l1 , Ij2,l2). Furthermore, each
combination of (Ij1,l1 , Ij2,l2) appears kz−l1 × kz−l2 times because of the way Iji ,li is obtained from Iji ,z for i = 1, 2.
Case 2: l1 <z< l2 or l2 <z< l1. Without loss of generality, assume l1 <z< l2 so that the row indexed by Ij1,l1
is a row from A[kl1 ]. According to Lemma 3.5, and the fact that we replaced each i by i, the row is a sequence of
k2z−l1 permutations of 0, 1, . . . , kl1 − 1. On the other hand, the row indexed by Ij2,l2 consists of k2z−l2 0’s, k2z−l2 1’s
and ending with k2z−l2 kl2 − 1’s. Since kl1 divides k2z−l2 , it follows that every combination of O is covered exactly
k2z−(l1+l2) times inT.
Since l1, l2 >z is an impossibility, we have now shown that for every O ∈ O, every combination in O is covered the
same number of times inT. When (O, ) = k2z+1, our construction forT is similar with a few modiﬁcations:
• If lz, let the row indexed by Ij,l inT consist of k copies of the jth row in A[kl] concatenated together.
• If l > z, let the row consist of k2z+1−l 0’s, k2z+1−l 1’s, . . . , k2z+1−l kl − 1’s.
The resulting test suiteT is strongly equitable in this case for the same reasons when (O, ) = k2z. 
In the above construction, creating the array A takes O(f (kz) + k3z) = O(f (kz) + (O, )1.5) time, where f (kz)
is the time needed to construct the addition and multiplication tables of GF(kz). Filling up the entries of T simply
requires copying from the entries of the A[r]’s and so takes O(|I|(O, )) time. Thus, if the kz-coloring of (I,O) is
given, then the test suite can be constructed in O(f (kz) + (O, )1.5 + |I|(O, )) time.
Consider the software system example in the previous section, shown in Fig. 1, except that this time we replace each
(I ) with ′(I ) = 2log(I ). Hence, (O, ) = 32 = 25. According to the proof of Theorem 3.6, because 32 = 22·2+1
and (I,O) is bipartite, we can construct the rows of I2 and I4, I5, I6 based on the ﬁrst two rows of the orthogonal array
OA1(4, 4, 2) in Fig. 2 while I1 and I3’s rows simply consist of 22 0’s, 22 1’s and so forth ending with 22 7’s. The test
suite is shown below:
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7
I2 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
I3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7
I4 0 1 2 3 1 0 3 2 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 0 0 1 2 3 1 0 3 2 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 0
I5 0 1 2 3 1 0 3 2 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 0 0 1 2 3 1 0 3 2 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 0
I6 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Using the subgraph covering technique we used in Corollary 2.5, the next corollary is immediate.
Corrollary 3.7. Let k be a prime power and z ∈ Z+. If (I,O) is a q-colorable graph, q2,  is a base-k function
and (O, ) = k2z or k2z+1 then (I,O, ) has a test suite of size at most logkz q × (O, ).
When  is not a base-k software system, we deﬁne ′(I )=2log2 (I ) and generate an optimal test suite for (I,O, ′).
Applying Lemma 3.4, we have the following corollary.
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Corrollary 3.8. Suppose  is not a base-2 function in (I,O, ). Let ′(I ) = 2log2 (I ), and let z be the smallest
integer so that (O, ′)22z or 22z+1. If (I,O) is a q-colorable graph, then (I,O, ) has a test suite of size at
most 4log2z q × (O, ). Moreover, if the q-coloring of (I,O) is given, then the test suite can be constructed in
O(log q × (|O| + f (2z)+ (O, )1.5 + |I|(O, ))) time where f (2z) is the time needed to construct the addition and
multiplication tables of GF(2z).
Hence, when z  4 the above corollary produces a bound on the size of (I,O, )’s test suite that is better than the
one found in Corollary 2.5. Next, we attempt to extend the result in Theorem 3.6 to the case when (I,O) is a general
hypergraph for the second main result of this section. To do so, we make use of a generalization of orthogonal arrays.
An nl × kt array A with entries from a k-element set S is an ordered orthogonal array OOA(n, l, k, t) if the rows
can be partitioned into n groups of l rows each, denoted by R1, R2, . . . , Rn where Ri = {rij : 1j l}, so that the
following condition is true: whenever t =∑nj=1ti where each ti is a non-negative integer such that ti l then the t ×kt
subarray ofA formed by taking the ﬁrst ti rows ofRi , i=1, . . . , s, contains each t-tuple of S exactly  times as a column.
Notice that when l = 1, then an OOA(n, l, k, t) is an OA(n, k, t). Below is an example of an OOA1(2, 2, 3, 2):⎡
⎢⎣
r11 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2
r12 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
r21 0 1 2 1 2 0 2 0 1
r22 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
⎤
⎥⎦ .
Theorem 3.9. Suppose (I,O) is a q-partite hypergraph,  is a base-k function and (O, ) = kt for some t ∈ Z+. If
an OOA1(q, t, k, t) exists then (I,O, ) has a strongly equitable optimal test suite of size (O, ).
Proof. LetI1,I2, . . . ,Iq be the q-partite sets ofI. While eachIi can contain many parameters, these parameters
can only have t + 1 types of number of data values: k0, k1, . . . , kt because (O, ) = kt . Denote by Iij ∈ Ii a
parameter with (Iij ) = kj . Let A be an OOA1(q, t, k, t) whose elements are from the set [k]. We shall denote A’s
rows as r11, . . . , r1t , . . . , rq1, . . . , rqt as stated in the deﬁnition of OOAs. We create a test suiteT for (I,O, ) in the
following manner. For each i,
• when j = 0, let the row indexed by Iij simply consist of all 0’s;
• when j > 0, let the row indexed by Iij be ri1k0 + ri2k1 + · · · + rij kj−1. That is, the hth entry in the row indexed
by Iij is r(h)i1 k0 + r(h)i2 k1 + · · · + r(h)ij kj−1 where r(h)i∗ is the hth entry in row ri∗ of array A.
Let us now show that all the combinations of each O ∈ O are covered the same number of times. Since no two
parameters in O belong to the same partite set, we can write O as {Iq1s1 , Iq2s2 , . . . , Iqlsl }.
Case 1: Each si1 and s1 + s2 + · · · + sl = t . In this case, O has ks1 × ks2 × · · · × ksl = kt combinations.
Let (v1, v2, . . . , vl) be a particular combination of O. Each vi ∈ [ksi ] so we can write vi as xqi1k0 + xqi2k1 +
· · · + xqisi ksi−1 where each xqi∗ ∈ [k]. In particular, (xq11, . . . , xq1s1 , xq21, . . . , xq2s2 , . . . , xql1, . . . , xqlsl ) is a tu-
ple of [k]t . But notice that this combination appears exactly once as a column in the subarray of A formed by the
rows rq11, . . . , rq1s1 , rq21, . . . , rq2s2 , . . . , rql1, . . . , rqlsl because A is an OOA1(q, t, k, t). Consequently, this means that
(v1, v2, . . . , vl) appears exactly once as a column in the subarray ofT indexed by Iq1s1 , Iq2s2 , . . . , Iqlsl .
Case 2: Each si1 but s1+s2+· · ·+sl < t . Choose s′1 such that s′1+s2+· · ·+sl = t . By case 1, all the combinations
of O ′ = {Iq1s′1 , Iq2s2 , . . . , Iqlsl } are covered exactly once. By our construction of the rows of T, the hth entry in the
row indexed by Iq1s1 is the hth entry in the row indexed by Iq1s′1 mod k
s1
. Thus, not only should every combination of
O be covered byT, each one is covered the same number of times.
Case 3: s1 + s2 + · · · + sl t but some si’s are equal to 0. In this case, choose O ′ ⊂ O such that all the parameters
in O ′ have at least k data values. By cases 1 and 2, the combinations of O ′ are covered the same number of times. All
the parameters in O −O ′ have their values set to 0. So all the combinations of O are also covered the same number of
times. 
Schmid [18] and Lawrence [11] independently proved that OOAs are equivalent to (t, m, s)-nets, which are collec-
tions of points in the s-dimensional cube that have desirable uniformity properties.Many constructions for (t, m, s)-nets
are known; see [13,17] for a survey. One result due to Faure [8], which when translated in terms of OOAs, states that
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if k, q, t ∈ Z+, where t2 and k is a prime number such that kq, then an OOA1(q, t, k, t) exists. Thus, if we let
q = k, we have the following corollary.
Corrollary 3.10. Let k, t ∈ Z+, where t2 and k is a prime number. If (I,O) is a k-partite hypergraph,  is a base-k
function and (O, ) = kt , then (I,O, ) has a strongly equitable optimal test suite of size (O, ).
Unlike Theorem 3.6, we have been unable to use this result to obtain test suites for software systems (I,O, )where
(I,O) is an arbitrary hypergraph.
4. Construction 3 and conclusion
In Sections 2 and 3, we have presented families of software systems (I,O, ) for which optimal test suites can
be constructed efﬁciently. For the ﬁrst set of families, the criteria for optimality completely relied on the structure of
(I,O) (i.e., whether it is a bipartite graph, a cycle or a hypertree). For the second set of families, the criteria was a
combination of the structure of (I,O) and the function  (i.e., whether it is a base-k function for some prime number
k). We present a third set of families which, in its simplest version, is able to produce an optimal test suite because of
the function  only. The proof is remarkably simple.
Theorem 4.1. If (Is) and (It ) are relatively prime for every pair of parameters Is and It , then (I,O, ) has an
equitable test suite with size (O, ) which can be constructed in O(|I|(O, )) time.
Proof. Let T be an |I| × (O, ) array whose rows are indexed by the parameters in I. For the row indexed by
I ∈ I, say row i, letTij = j mod (I ), j = 0, . . . , (O, )− 1. Thus,T is clearly equitable and can be constructed in
O(|I|(O, )) time. To prove that it is a valid test suite for (I,O, ), consider an arbitrary O ={Is1 , Is2 , . . . , Isr } ∈ O.
Its combination (ts1 , ts2 , . . . , tsr )is covered by T if there exists a column j such that tsk = j mod (Isk ) for k =
1, . . . , r . According to the Chinese remainder theorem, such a j exists and lies in the range 0 to (∏rk=1(Isk )) −
1 because the integers (Is1), (Is,2), . . . , (Isr ) are pairwise relatively prime. Since T has (O, ) columns and
(O, )(
∏r
k=1(Isk )), it follows thatT covers this combination of O. 
Notice that the proof simply relied on the fact that every pair of parameters Is and It in each O ∈ O has (Is) and
(It ) relatively prime. Thus, we can strengthen the theorem as follows.
Corrollary 4.2. If, for every pair of parameters Is and It , (Is) and (It ) are relatively prime whenever Is and It
belong to the same O ∈ O, then (I,O, ) has an equitable test suite with size (O, ) which can be constructed in
O(|I|(O, )) time.
Aside from ﬁnding new optimal instances of TSG, we would also like to emphasize the techniques we used to
arrive at the results. Our ﬁrst construction is graph theoretic in nature—a departure from the common approaches
used in creating orthogonal arrays or covering arrays. Our second construction shows that much stronger results can
be obtained by (a) examining the structure of Bush’s technique for creating orthogonal arrays and (b) using ordered
orthogonal arrays instead of just orthogonal arrays to create test suites. Finally, our third construction relies on the
Chinese remainder theorem to create optimal test suites.
Additionally, we have also used our newly found optimal instances to generate test suites for arbitrary software
systems. In particular, we proved that when (I,O) is a graph, (I,O, ) for any  has a test suite whose size is at most
log2 n × OPT that can be constructed in polynomial time. Our bound matches the one guaranteed by the greedy
algorithm, which is currently the best known for TSG. Several interesting questions remain: (i) Aside from bipartite
graphs, cycles and hypertrees, what other graph families can (I,O) belong to so that (I,O, ) has an optimal test
suite for any  that can be constructed efﬁciently? (ii) Similarly, aside from base-k functions, what other classes of
functions can  belong to so that for many hypergraphs (I,O), optimal test suites for (I,O, ) can be constructed
optimally? (iii) Finally, can we extend our techniques for constructing test suites of size O(log n) × OPT to (I,O, )
where (I,O) is an arbitrary hypergraph?
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Appendix A.
We transform the proof of Theorem 2.3 to algorithmGENERATE-TSG. In the algorithm, (V1∪V2, E) is a connected
bipartite graph, and the test suiteT is stored in an n × (O, ) array whose rows are indexed by I1, I2, . . . , In. Each
time GENERATE is called, at least one row inT is ﬁlled.
GENERATE-TSG(V1, V2, E, )
CreateT, an n × (O, ) array whose rows are indexed by the parameters in V1 ∪ V2.
Initialize all entries ofT to 0.
T← GENERATE(V1, V2, E, ,T)
GENERATE(V1, V2, E, ,T)
Iz ← an input parameter in V1 ∪ V2 with largest number of data values
Iy ← an input parameter in N(Iz) with largest number of data values
if |V1| = |V2| = 1
for v = 0 to (Iy) − 1
for j = v × (Iz) to v × (Iz) + (Iz) − 1
T[Iy][j ] ← v
v ← 0
for j = 0 to (Iy)(Iz) − 1
T[Iz][j ] ← v
v ← (v + 1)mod (Iz)
else
if |N(Iz)| = 1 /* Iz has only one neighbor */
Delete Iz from V1 ∪ V2 and (Iy, Iz) from E
T← GENERATE(V1, V2, E, ,T)
M ← max{(E, ), (Iy) × (Iz)}
if M > (E, )
for i = 1 to M − (E, )
Using ADD(T), add a test case for the system (V1 ∪ V2, E, ) toT at
column (E, ) − 1 + i
Sort the numbersT[Iy][j ], j = 0, . . . ,M − 1 and store the column numbers of the
sorted numbers in array A so thatT[Iy][A[j ]]T[Iy][A[j + 1]] for j = 0, . . . ,M − 2
v ← 0
for j = 0 to M − 1
T[Iz][A[j ]] ← v
v ← (v + 1)mod (Iz)
else /* Iz has more than one neighbor */
X ← N(Iz) − {Iy}
Contract N(Iz) to Iy and update (V1 ∪ V2, E, ) accordingly
T← GENERATE(V1, V2, E, ,T)
for each Is ∈ X
for j = 0 to (E, ) − 1
T[Is][j ] ←T[Iy][j ]
Apply MODIFY(Is, (Iy), (Is)) toT but only up to column (E, ) − 1.
return(T).
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Theorem 2.3. Algorithm TSG-GENERATE creates an equitable test suiteT for the software system (V1 ∪ V2, E, )
in O(nm + n(O, )) time where n = |V1 ∪ V2| and m = |E|.
Proof. The correctness ofTSG-GENERATE follows directly fromTheorem 2.3. The twomodiﬁcations wemade occur
when Iz has only one neighbor: (1) instead of explicitly sorting the columnsT[∗][0],T[∗][1], . . . ,T[∗][M−1] based
on their Iy values, we simply sort the numbersT[Iy][0],T[Iy][1], . . . ,T[Iy][M − 1] and store the column numbers
of the sorted numbers in array A so that the columns do not have to be moved. (2) Instead of following the steps in
Lemma 2.1 to create the row for Iz, we add a row for Iz so that T[Iz][A[0]],T[Iz][A[1]], . . . ,T[Iz][A[M − 1]]
consist of sequences of the permutation 0, 1, . . . , (Iz) − 1. Since each Iy value occurs at least (Iz) times because
M(Iy)(Iz), every combination of (Iz, Iy) is covered byT.
Each time GENERATE is called, there are three types of work performed: (a) rows and/or columns ofT are ﬁlled,
(b) Iz and Iy are found and the graph (V1 ∪V2, E) is modiﬁed either by deleting vertices or contracting a set of vertices
and (c) pre-processing and/or post-processing work is done onT before or after the entries ofT are ﬁlled.
Let n = |V1 ∪ V2| and m = |E|. The total time spent on type (a) work is proportional to the size of the array T,
n(O, ). Finding Iz and Iy takes O(n) time; modifying (V1 ∪ V2, E) requires O(n + m) time. The pre-processing
work of sorting the Iy-values of the columns of T takes O((O, )) time by using bucket sort. The post-processing
work of modifying Is’s value from (Iy) to (Is) takes O((O, )) time. Whenever GENERATE is called, at least one
parameter’s row (e.g., Iz if |N(Iz)|=1, every Is ∈ X if |N(Iz)|> 1) is ﬁlled so there are at most n calls to GENERATE.
Hence, the total time spent on types (b) and (c) work is O(n2 + nm + n(O, )) time. The theorem follows. 
Next, we present the proof for Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.5. Let k = pz where p is a prime number and z is a positive integer. Let A be an OA1(k, k, 2) orthogonal
array obtained by Bush’s construction. LetA[r] denote the array obtained by replacing each i by i mod r in the entries
of A. The elements of GF(k) can be chosen and the columns of A can be arranged so that for each non-negative integer
z′z, every row of A[pz′ ] is a concatenation of permutations of {0, 1, . . . , pz′−1}.
Proof. Recall that every element of GF(k) can be written as a polynomial a0 +a1x+a2x2 +· · ·+az−1xz−1 where the
coefﬁcients are elements of {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}. Denote such an element by i if i = a0 + a1p+ a2p2 + · · ·+ az−1pz−1,
and deﬁne a total order on the elements of GF(k) by letting i < i′ whenever i < i′. Hence, 0 = 0, 1 = 1, etc. Next,
arrange the columns of A so that its ﬁrst k columns are indexed by the polynomials 0x+0, 0x+1, . . . , 0x+k−1,
the next k ones by 1x + 0, 1x + 1, . . . , 1x + k−1, the next k ones by 2x + 0, 2x + 1, . . . , 2x + k−1, etc.
That is, the vector of coefﬁcients of the polynomials are lexicographically increasing.
If we partition A into subarrays of pz′ columns each, where z′z is an integer, it is straightforward to verify that
because k=pz columnswithin each subarray are indexedbypolynomials of the form+0,+1, . . . ,+pz′−1 where
 is some polynomial over GF(k). When these polynomials are evaluated at some element of GF(k), the results form a
sequence of the form i + 0, i + 1, . . . , i + pz′−1 for some i ∈ GF(k). Because of the way we have denoted the
elements of GF(k), this same sequence must then be a permutation of the elements in {
qpz
′ , 
qpz
′+1, . . . , qpz′+pz′−1}
where q=i/pz′ . This implies that every row ofA[pz′ ] is a concatenation of permutations of {0, 1, . . . , pz′−1}.See
an example in Fig. 2. 
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